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Which e-mail verification properties can you define inside the RaaS policies of the
Console? Note: There are 2 correct answer to this question
 
 
A. Whether users are automatically logged in upon verifying their address 
B. Whether e-mail verification is handled using a code 
C. The sender address 
D. The default language of the e-mail template 
 

Answer: A,B

 

 

What are the key pages required to set up SAP Customer Data Cloud as a SAML identity
provider? Note: There are 2 correct answer to this question
 
 
A. The Proxy page 
B. The Error page 
C. The Assertion page 
D. The Consent page 
 

Answer: A,B

 

 

Which is the recommended method for signing requests to SAP Customer Data Cloud?
 
 
A. Partner secret 
B. User key and secret 
C. Application key and secret 
D. HTTP bearer token 
 

Answer: D
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What is a best practice to overcome browsers that block third-party cookies to utilize SSO
across domains?
 
 
A. Use a parent/child site group. 
B. Use an SSO segment. 
C. Use a centralized login domain. 
D. Add all your domains in trusted sites. 
 

Answer: C

 

 

What is the purpose of the Audit Log?
 
 
A. To view all actions performed by administrators 
B. To view all actions performed by end users on their account 
C. To view end user consent records only 
D. To view a subset of actions performed by administrators and end users 
 

Answer: D

 

 

You are implementing SAP Customer Consent using Screen-Sets, but without SAP
Customer Identity. Which API call do you need to use to initiate the process of collecting
consent?
 
 
A. accounts.register 
B. accounts.login 
C. accounts.notifyLogin 
D. accounts.initRegistration 
 

Answer: C

 

 

You are editing an IdentitySync dataflow. Which actions can you perform? Note: There are
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2 correct answer to this question
 
 
A. Use the datasource.lookup component to check if a record exists in SAP Customer Data
Cloud. 
B. Preview the schema in a datasource component. 
C. Add multiple Next steps to a component. 
D. Add a component responsible for starting the schedule of the dataflow. 
 

Answer: A,C

 

 

How can you add new fields to your site's schema? Note: There are 2 correct answer to
this question
 
 
A. Add the field through the Schema Editor of the Console. 
B. Make an API call to the accounts.setSchema endpoint. 
C. Change the XML configuration file of your site. 
D. Create a ticket requesting that the SAP support team add the field. 
 

Answer: A,B

 

 

What is the goal of permission groups?
 
 
A. Define the privileges of Console users and applications. 
B. Define the data returned by social networks. 
C. Define which access the delegated admin can assign in CIAM for B2B. 
D. Define the privileges of the mobile SOK. 
 

Answer: A

 

 

You've defined a new user welcome e-mail template but users are NOT receiving e-mails.
How can you ensure new users will receive an automatic e-mail after the account becomes
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fully registered?
 
A. Enable New User Welcome in your schema setting. 
B. Set up an SMTP server. 
C. Enable New User Welcome in your RaaS policies. 
D. Enable New User Welcome in your site settings. 
 

Answer: C

 

 

Which action would record an entry in the consent vault?
 
 
 
A. Connecting a social network to your account 
B. Opting out of a newsletter 
C. Failed login attempt 
D. Updating a phone number 
 

Answer: B

 

 

What system data is recorded for every user inside the accounts database? Note: There
are 2 correct answer to this question
 
A. Time stamps 
B. Number of logins 
C. Login provider 
D. SDK version 
 

Answer: A,B

 

 

You are using Screen-Sets on your Web site and you want to identify when a user
authenticates to your site. Which event do you use to handle this?
 
A. onBeforeSubmit Screen-Sets event 
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B. onConnectionAdded global event 
C. onLogin global event 
D. onSubmit Screen-Sets event 
 

Answer: C

 

 

What information is recorded automatically for each consent entry in the consent vault?
Note: There are 3 correct answer to this question
 
A. Consent version 
B. IP address 
C. Timestamp 
D. Call ID 
E. User agent 
 

Answer: A,B,C

 

 

What are you able to configure inside your RaaS site settings on the Console? Note: There
are 2 correct answer to this question
 
 
A. The domain alias or CNAME 
B. The SMTP address of your e-mail server 
C. The e-mail address of the site administrator 
D. The list of trusted site URLs 
 

Answer: A,D

 

 

You are setting up a new webhooks endpoint and you would like to retrieve the profile
object on receipt of the "Account logged in" notification. What method would you
recommend?
 
A. accounts.search with 'SELECT profile FROM emailAccounts WHERE profile.email=
$email from notification$' 
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B. accounts.getAccountlnfo with UID from notification 
C. Use the profile object sent in the notification payload 
D. accounts.search with 'SELECT profile FROM account WHERE profile.email= $email
from notification$' 
 

Answer: B

 

 

Which tools can you use to read subscription data? Note: There are 2 correct answer to
this question
 
 
A. accounts.search 
B. Identity Query Tool 
C. Customer Insights 
D. accounts.setAccountinfo 
 

Answer: A,B

 

 

You are building an IdentitySync dataflow to synchronize existing users' subscriptions from
the marketing system to SAP Customer Data Cloud. The marketing system will provide a
PGP-encrypted file and place it
 
 
on an S3 bucket. All records failing to update will be zipped and sent back to the S3
Bucket. Which actions will you perform during the creation of the dataflow? Note: There are
2 correct answer to this question
 
A. Add a file.decrypt.pgp component and a file.compress.zip component. 
B. Add a file.encrypt.pgp component and a file.uncompress.zip component. 
C. Add an error handling step after a datasource.read.amazon.s3 component. 
D. Add an error handling step after a datasource.write.gigya.account component. 
 

Answer: A,D
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Which fields can be found inside a subscription schema? Note: There are 2 correct answer
to this question
 
A. isSubscribed 
B. acceptanceDate 
C. doubleOptin 
D. isEnabled 
 

Answer: A,C

 

 

Which of the following scenarios would trigger a registration completion screen in a
registration flow? Note: There are 2 correct answer to this question
 
 
A. A user is registering via a social network that does NOT provide a value for a mandatory
field. 
B. A user is logging in via a social network with an e-mail that is already associated with an
existing site account. 
C. A user is missing a valid consent to a required consent statement. 
D. E-mail verification is enabled in the RaaS policies and automatic login is disabled. 
 

Answer: A,C

 

 

Which capabilities does the UI Builder provide? Note: There are 3 correct answer to this
question
 
 
A. Language translation support 
B. Multi-device preview 
C. CSS editor 
D. E-mail template editor 
E. Policy editor 
 

Answer: A,B,C
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You are working on an IdentitySync dataflow that exports accounts. The values of the first
and last name need to be lowercase. What is the recommended approach to format the
name fields?
 
A. Use the toLowerCase function in the Select parameter of the
datasource.read.gigya.account component. 
B. Use the field.flatten component. 
C. Apply a custom transformation inside the record.evaluate component. 
D. NO dataflow component can transform the format of a field. 
 

Answer: C

 

 

Which events can be configured in the Console for webhooks? Note: There are 3 correct
answer to this question
 
A. Account deleted 
B. Account registered 
C. Account verified 
D. Subscription updated 
E. Account logged out 
 

Answer: A,B,D

 

 

What is the primary role of the identities array in the accounts database?
 
 
A. A list of custom data fields 
B. A list of social identities 
C. A list of login identifiers 
D. A list of identities split by API key 
 

Answer: B

 

 

You are setting up a new marketing campaign and want to make sure all subscriptions are
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